Thermal-electric conversion is crucial for smart energy control and harvesting, such as thermal sensing and waste heat recovering. So far, people are aware of only two ways of direct thermal-electric conversion, Seebeck and pyroelectric effects, each with distinct working conditions and limitations. Here, we report the third way of thermal-electric conversion beyond Seebeck and pyroelectric effects. In contrast to Seebeck effect that requires spatial temperature difference, the-third-way converts the time-dependent ambient temperature fluctuation into electricity, similar to the behavior of pyroelectricity. However, the-third-way is also distinct from pyroelectric effect in the sense that it does not require polar materials but applies to general conducting systems. We demonstrate that the-third-way results from the temperature-fluctuation-induced dynamical charge redistribution. It is a consequence of the fundamental nonequilibrium thermodynamics and has a deep connection to the topological phase in quantum mechanics. The findings expand our knowledge and provide new means of thermal-electric energy harvesting.
About 90 percent of the world's energy is utilized through heating and cooling, which makes energy waste a great bottleneck to the sustainability of any modern economy [1] . In addition to developing new technology of smart heat control [2] , the global energy crisis can be alleviated by recovering the wasted thermal energy. In view of the inconvenient truth that more than 60% of the energy utilization was lost mostly as wasted heat [3] , harvesting the thermal energy becomes critical to provide a cleaner and sustainable future [1] .
Thermal-electric energy harvesting mainly relies on two principles: Seebeck effect (Fig. 1A ) and pyroelectric effect (Fig. 1B) . The Seebeck effect utilizes the spatial temperature difference between two sides of materials to drive the diffusion of charge carriers so as to convert heat into electricity [4, 5] . Besides recovering waste heat, Seebeck effect with its reciprocal has wide applications of cooling, heating, power generating [6] and thus has revitalized an upsurge of research interest recently [7, 8] . However, when the ambient temperature is spatially uniform, we have to resort to the pyroelectric effect [9] , which utilizes the time-dependent temperature variation to convert heat into electricity but is restricted to pyroelectric materials [10] . This is due to the fact that the temporal temperature fluctuation modifies the spontaneous polarization of polar crystals, which consequently redistributes surface charges and produces temporary electric current [11, 12] . In addition to thermal-electric energy harvesting [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , pyroelectric effect has widespread applications in long-wavelength infrared sensing, motion detector, thermal image [11] , and even nanoscale printing [18] .
However, since Seebeck and pyroelectric effects have been known for quite a long time, one cannot help wondering: Does Nature only offer us these two means for thermal-electric energy harvesting? Does any new principle of thermal-electric conversion exist beyond them? The Seebeck effect has been known for almost 200 years [19] , and the pyroelectric effect, named in 1824 [20] , can be even traced back to 314BC [11] . Now, it is time to think "out of the box", as advocated by Arun Majumdar [21] .
In this work, we describe a third way of thermal-electric en-
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Comparison of different thermal-electric conversion ways. (A) Seebeck effect converts the spatial temperature difference (dT /dx = 0) to electricity by driving the thermal diffusion of charge carriers from hot to cold. (B) Pyroelectric effect converts the temporal temperature variation (dT /dt = 0) to temporary electric current because variations of the temperature-dependent polarization in polar materials redistribute the surface charges. The typical behavior is similar to (D), see also Refs. [15] [16] [17] . (C) Distinctly, the-third-way produces electric current from the time-dependent temperature fluctuation in contrast to Seebeck effect, and it does not require polar materials but applies to general conducting system in contrast to pyroelectric effect. (D) The typical behavior of temperature-fluctuationinduced temporary electric current by the-third-way. It is in a similar manner as that of pyroelectric effect, see also Refs. [15] [16] [17] .
ergy harvesting beyond Seebeck effect and pyroelectric effect. This third way converts the time-dependent ambient temperature fluctuation into electricity (Fig. 1, C and D) , thus in contrast to Seebeck effect that requires spatial temperature difference. The third way is also distinct from pyroelectric effect in the sense that it does not require polar materials but applies to general conducting systems, although they produce the electricity in a similar manner (Fig. 1D ). This third way of thermal-electric conversion is a consequence of the fundamental thermodynamics far from equilibrium. It results from the dynamical charge redistribution through the temperature arXiv:1402.3645v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 15 Feb 2014 
. The latter two cases show that the asymmetric system-lead coupling change rectifies the ac current. (C) Schematic illustration of the electron transfer through the right lead under temperature variation: when temperature decreases, the electron transfers from the central level to the lead; while when temperature increases, the electron is injected from the lead to the central level.
fluctuation and has a deep connection to the topological phase in quantum mechanics.
To illustrate the-third-way, we consider a typical nanodevice with only one electron level, as shown in Fig. 2A . Although we choose the single-level system for demonstration due to the simplicity, it is worth emphasizing that the following discussions can be readily generalized to bulk systems. The single-level nanodevice also has the great advantage of scalability and tunability, and it has many realizations such as single molecular junction and quantum dot system that have shown promise for energy applications [22] [23] [24] [25] . The transfer kinetics is described as follows [26, 27] : An electron can hop from the v (= L, R) lead into the single level with rate Γ v f v ; When the level is occupied by an electron, the electron can escape to the v lead with rate
denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution at the v lead with ε 0 being the energy of the single level. Γ v is proportional to the system-lead coupling and the density of state of the lead v at ε 0 , so that Γ v is generally temperaturedependent [28, 29] . Periodic temperature fluctuation is imposed on the whole system, following Refs. [15] [16] [17] . Without loss of generality, we adopt the square-wave fluctuation that is convenient for theoretical analysis and can be decomposed as linear superpositions of sine functions [30] . As such, the ambient temperature switches between high temperature T A and low temperature T B , each with duration time T p . Accordingly, the system's evolution can be divided into two ensembles, of which the parameters are denoted with the corresponding superscript A and B, respectively.
Without doubt, in either of two ensembles the system is in equilibrium with a homogenous temperature, which as is well known can not produce electric current. However, as we will show in the following the electric current indeed emerges with the help of temperature fluctuations, because switching between two equilibrium ensembles ultimately makes the whole evolution out of equilibrium. We set
and focus on the short-circuit current through the right lead. Straightforward calculations lead us to the analytic expressions of temporary electric currents:
where
Results are displayed in Fig. 2B , which shows consistency with the thermal-electric generation of pyroelectric effect in a similar manner [15] [16] [17] .
The principle of the-third-way of thermal-electric conversion can be understood as follows (see also Fig. 2C ): Before the temperature change, the central system and the lead have built an equilibrium, thus no net charge transfer. However, when ambient temperature fluctuates to lower one, less electrons will populate above the lead's Fermi level since the thermal broadening will shrink. As such, the balance is broken and the electron tends to transfer from the central system to the lead and then relax to a new equilibrium. When temperature fluctuates back to higher one, more electrons will populate above the lead's Fermi level due to the thermal broadening. Thus, the redundant conduction electron in the lead will transfer to the central system, trying to build a new balance. Therefore, even without polar materials, the-third-way is able to generate electric current from the ambient temperature fluctuation in general conducting system, which is intrinsic to the nonequilibrium thermodynamics. Although with different principles, considering the similar electric current generating behaviors between the-third-way and pyroelectric effect [15] [16] [17] , we may use a full-wave bridge circuit to rectify the ac current [16] , which also can be achieved by the asymmetric system-lead coupling change (Fig. 2B) .
We have shown that the-third-way of thermal-electric conversion is a consequence of the fundamental thermodynamics far from equilibrium. It results from the dynamical charge redistribution through the temperature fluctuation. In below, we are going to unravel its deep connection to the topological phase in quantum mechanics. The evolution of the system can be described by a Schrödingier equation in imaginary time, that is, a twisted master equation with the counting field χ:
T with p 0/1 (q, t) denoting two joint probabilities that at time t the single level is empty or occupied by an electron while there have been q electrons transferred into the right lead. The transfer operationĤ is reminiscent of the Hamiltonian but nonHermitian. In either u = A or B ensemble,Ĥ is expressed as:
Therefore, after n fluctuation periods the evolution at time t = 2nT p is described by the characteristic function:
with 1| = (1, 1) , which in turn generates the total electron transfer per period via the relation: Q := ∂Φ(χ)/∂(iχ)| χ=0 with the cumulant generating function defined as Φ(χ) := lim n→∞ 1 n ln Z χ . At the slow switch limit (large T p ), the evolution at either ensembleĤ u=A,B is dominated by its eigenmode, of which the eigenvalue λ u has the largest real part, with |ψ u and ϕ u | the corresponding normalized right and left eigenvectors, such that eĤ uTp ≈ |ψ u e λuTp ϕ u |. Therefore, the characteristic function can be expanded as:
with C = 1|ψ B ϕ A |Ψ χ (0) / ϕ A |ψ B an unimportant coefficient. This expansion of Z χ gives the cumulant generating function Φ(χ), composed of two contributions: Z χ ∼ e nΦ(χ) = e n(Φdyn+Φtop) , where
(5b)
Being reminiscent of the dynamic phase in quantum mechanics, we call Φ dyn (χ) the dynamic phase contribution, which presents the average evolution as if the system evolves in either ensemble separately. As a consequence of the detailed balance at each equilibrium ensemble, the dynamic phase contribution to the electric-thermal conversion is always zero:
The second part Φ top (χ) however possesses a nontrivial topological phase interpretation, which is responsible for the temperature-fluctuation-induced electron transfer. Different from the Hermitian Hamiltonian in quantum mechanics, the twisted transfer operatorĤ u are non-Hermitian such that its left eigenvector ϕ u | is not the Hermitian conjugate of the corresponding right eigenvector |ψ u , but only biorhonormal with each other. Therefore, writing ϕ A |ψ B = | ϕ A |ψ B |e iφ AB (χ) and ϕ B |ψ A = | ϕ B |ψ A |e iφ BA (χ) with angle φ AB and φ BA as the analogy of Pancharatnam's topological phase [31, 32] , we have φ AB = φ BA generally. This is different from from those in Hermitian quantum mechanics, where φ AB is always equal to φ BA [33] . Therefore, the electron number per period resulting from this topological phase contribution is obtained as:
The transferred electron number per period only depends on the topological phase properties of ϕ u | and |ψ u and is independent on the period in the large T p limit, which is simi- lar to the behavior governed by the adiabatic Berry phase effect [34, 35] . However, we note that here the Pancharatnamlike topological phase contribution actually denotes a nonadiabatic process because of the abruptly discrete switching. The inner products ϕ B |ψ A and ϕ A |ψ B in the topological phase contribution characterize the asymmetric relaxation dynamics from ensemble A to B and from ensemble B to A. This nonequilibrium asymmetric relaxations between two equilibrium ensembles offer the nonzero net charge transfer per period.
At the fast switch limit (small T p ), we can approximate
Denote λ AB (χ) as the dominated eigenvalue of the matrix (Ĥ A + H B ), the solution is obtained as:
. In fact, the full exact solution can be similarly obtained as
which is also seen as the result from integrating Eq. (1) within one period: Q = 2Tp 0 dtI sc (t). Clearly, the full exact solution in the small T p limit coincides with the fast switch result and in the large T p limit it reduces to the Pancharatnam-like topological-phase contribution Eq. (6). As shown in Fig. 3 , the topological-phase contribution in the slow switching gives the upper limit of the thermal-electric conversion per period by the-third-way. Intuitively, Q is proportional to f A −f B that is in turn proportional to T A − T B , i.e., large temperature fluctuations produce more electricity. Moreover, Eq. (7) shows Q is proportional to Γ Fig. 3 , which corresponds to the anti-phase transfer: in ensemble A the electron transfers from the left lead to the central system that decouples with the right lead; in ensemble B, the central system decouples with the left lead and the electron transfers from the central part to the right lead. This picture also coincides with the largest rectification shown in Fig. 2B . If one prefers also the large average current per period Q/(2T p ), it is better to further choose T p near the boundary between fast and slow switch regimes, which is around (ln 10)/K u .
We now briefly estimate the short-circuit voltage, V oc . Clearly, it will be achieved in the largest asymmetric case
Let's further assume +V oc /2 is imposed on the left lead and −V oc /2 is imposed on the right one, and recall T A > T B . In the one half period, ensemble A, the electron transfers from the left lead to the central system, carrying entropy (ε 0 + eV oc /2)/T A ; in the other half period, ensemble B, the electron transfers from the central part to the right lead, releasing entropy (ε 0 − eV oc /2)/T B . The reversibility of the charge transfer at the open-circuit condition requires zero entropy production, so that (ε 0 + eV oc /2)/T A = (ε 0 − eV oc /2)/T B . Therefore, we have the relation
which is also confirmed numerically. It indicates that increasing the temperature fluctuation and meanwhile decreasing the average temperature can increase the open-circuit voltage that is upper bounded by 2ε 0 /e. Finally, we provide specific estimates for the-third-way converted electricity. The real coupling rates are usually at the scale of GHz, indicating one electron hopping per nanosecond. We then can confer the unit GHz to the dimensionless couplings used for calculating Figs. 2 and 3. As such the peak current I sc = 0.04 in Fig. 2 corresponds to 6.4 pA, and the average current per period at Q/(2T p ) ≈ 0.004 in Fig. 3 corresponds to 0.64 pA. Considering the advantage of scalability in nanodevices, if we pack molecular quantum dots with spacing 50 nm between two metallic plate leads, we will have the packing density 4 × 10 10 /cm 2 that leads to the significant current density around the order of 0.1A/cm 2 . Also, the output voltage can be further optimized in practice, e.g. in the molecular junction the energy gap between the LUMO and the lead's Fermi level is around ε 0 = 2 eV [24, 25] , which compared to our used ε 0 = 40 meV can further improve the output voltage according to Eq. (8) . Moreover, the temperature fluctuation in space can be as large as from 100 K to 500 K, which will generate even better electricity by the-third-way.
Although there is widespread demand for both cost reductions and performance improvements, it is important at this stage to explore "out of the box" in principle. The-thirdway of thermal-electric conversion reported here is such an attempt. In contrast to Seebeck and pyroelectric effects, thethird-way is a consequence of the fluctuation-induced charge redistribution. It results from the fundamental nonequilibrium thermodynamics and has a deep connection to the topological phase in quantum mechanics. We believe that, as our ability to design and manipulate nano-systems is improving, thethird-way of thermal-electric conversion will provide the new means of energy harvesting to harness the ubiquitous temperature fluctuations in the world.
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